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New post aims to solve students' problems
By EARL GATLIN
Students with problems now have a new
student government officer specifically
created to aid them in solving their
problems.
With the beginning of John Pratt's term
as president of the student body last spring
a new office, the ombudsman, was created
within the President's Cabinet.
Frank Quails, the ombudsman, defined
his job as "a government official who
investigates citizens complaints against
their government or its functionaries."

In discussing the function of the ombudsman's duties Quails stated, "I envision the office as such that students will
call the ombudsman, and he will take the
students' requests whether they are
problems, suggestions, or harangues
against the whole world. He will then
proceed in either of two fashions: route the
request to the appropriate agency to answer the question or alleviate the plight or
he will undertake the problem him itself if
no agency exists that can directly deal
with the students' problems."
Quails continued to say, "I don't anticipate a lot of investigation of student
government because I don't feel this is
where the major problem of the student
lies. Nor will the ombudsman be really
concerned with the hassles of student
government." Quails noted two other
characteristics that the ombudsman will
have.
"When the ombudsman feels that there
is some injustice or inequity," he said,
"the ombudsman will initiate a suit
similar to a class action suit in behalf of
the student body but hopefully it will not
involve criminal or civil litigation."
The second point Quails noted was that
no matter who calls or what agency the
student is referred to, the ombudsman will
attempt to follow up the request and
determine if the proper action has been
taken.
"I will compile a master list of names,
positions, and phone numbers of such
people as public defenders, the office of
student affairs, hot line, and abortion
clinics to name a few," stated Quails.
However Quails was quick to admit the
that this position is one which will have to
grow and develop.
"This will be a phased program," he

said. "However, as the position develops
inate strength the ombudsman will begin
to initiate action on the students' behalf on
hitherto impervious strongholds such as
the University administration, local
judicial systems, and area tradesmen."
Nevertheless Quails warned that if the
ombudsman attempted to initiate
"flamboyant" and controversial actions at
the present time that the position would
collapse. Accordingly Quails feels that this
new office's effectiveness and very
existence will depend upon the stance the
ombudsman takes and the type of individual who occupies the position.
"Rather than speculate on the great and
glorious future of the ombudsman, we
need to look at the nitty-gritty details that
are necessary to get this office
established," Quails concluded.
Claiming that the system of faculty
advisors is "at best inconsistent in its
effectiveness at helping the student"
Quails gave an example of the type of work
the ombudsman will do.
Quails reported that a student contacted
him and explained that his advisor had
sent him to a certain department into
order to find out if he should take a particular course. The undergraduate
coordinator in this discipline to whom the
student was referred not only gave the
student incorrect information, he chided
the student harshly when the student
remonstrated against what he thought was
an unsatisfactory course. The student was
forced to take the course and the his advisor signed his schedule.
"I looked in the catalogue and found the
prerequisites for that course, and the
student doesn't qualify to be in that
course," Quails claimed. "I will call both
the faculty advisor and the professor who

suggested the student take the course and
try to arrange with them a more equitable
solution to the student's problem." Quails
also related another problem the ombudsman is working on.
"Recently the student senate passed a
resolution suggesting that students be
placed on deliberative bodies affecting
curriculum content. Two letters were sent
out to this affect to all department heads
and deans of all colleges. The response to
these letters was very poor," said Quails.
"The office of ombudsman has talked to
Dean Cox and eventually hopes to publish
a synopsis of both the departments which
were cooperative and uncooperative," he
added.
Quails predicted, "If we can get off to a
good start, I anticipate in two months
moving into fields other than studentfaculty and student-administration
problems."
President of the Student Body, President
John Pratt related that he got the idea for
instituting an ombudsman through
comments he heard about the ombudsman
program at Ohio State when he was home
during Spring Break last year.
"I felt we could possibly employ the
program here to good effect," commented
Pratt.
Originally, Bob Bailey was appointed as
ombudsman, but near the end of first
semester Bailey was forced to resign
because of a conflicting schedule and
heavy workload. Bailey and Pratt
discussed the position but the office was
not officially institutionalized- nor a
specific program set up.
Quails explained that at the beginning of
first semester he approached Bailey expressing his interest in the program and
continued on page 12
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Page three
Students flunk
for long hair

"It is not stated in the rules that the
mother must be married," said a spokesperson for the newspaper. "It is our feeling
that it has always been the case that the
parents were married. There is the usual
disclaimer as in any contest that in the
event of unusual circumstances a contestant could be disqualified."

peat resources, wnue peat is used as tuei
in other countries, the US has ignored its
supply because of abundant supplies of
higher ranked fossil fuels; coal, petroleum
and natural gas.
America's peat reserves are scattered
among 35 states with half the total
reserves in Minnesota and large amounts
in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, New York

(CPS) — Faculty members at Brigham
Young University in Provo, Utah received
authorization recently to flunk male
students who wear their hair too long or
women who wear jeans on campus.
The University president, after issuing
the authorization said, "We are proud of
BYU and the high moral principles for
which we stand. That is why faculty,
students and administrators are deeply
concerned over the noticeable departure
by some students from standards of dress
and grooming we have all promised to
uphold."

The only disadvantage of peat is its low
caloric value, 8000 British Thermal Units
(BTU's) per pound, compared to 12,000 for
coal and 11,000 for low sulfur coal. A BTU
is the "amount of heat needed to raise the
temperature of one pound of water one
degree Fahrenheit.

Whole Earth'
and'Life'revive

So that's how
babies are made
A single parent in Iowa has threatened
legal action because her baby was
disqualified in a newspaper-sponsored
contest for the first-born baby of the year.
Ms. Pam Aubrecht of Iowa City claimed
that her son was born 14 hours before the
baby named by the Iowa Press-Citizen as
the first baby of the year in Johnson
County. Ms. Aubrecht stated that she
might sue the Press-Citizen for the $200 in
prize money.
The Press-Citizen has responded that the
contest procedure included the "implied
understanding that the parents be
married."

contain 10 to 12 per cent moisture so much
of the smoke is simply steam. Peat has a
very low sulfur content, less than one half
(0.5) per cent, which could easily meet the
Environmental Protection Agency's
standards of 0.7 per cent.

photo by Bob Thompson

Peat power is
energy answer
(CPS)—Peat, an abundant, but long
neglected natural resource in the US may
be the answer to the nation's apparent
energy shortage.
Peat is partially carbonized vegetable
and plant matter formed by their
decomposition in water.
According to the US Bureau of Mines the
US has 13.8 billion tons of virtually intact

and Pennsylvania.
In 1930 the Soviet Union established the
Moscow Peat Institute under the Ministry
of Higher Education. The institute annually graduates more than 300 peat
engineers. Ireland, Austria, West Germany, France and the Netherlands have
similarly attractive peat research
programs.
Studies on the air pollution factor of peat
are encouraging, one report indicated peat
fuel could easily meet the nation's highest
clean air standards. Peat briquettes

Bose Advent JBL Marantz Harman Kardon Pioneer Sony Superscope Koss

(CPS) — Two popular but defunct
publications are going to be revived.
Time Incorporated has announced it will
begin publishing Life magazine again as a
monthly dedicated to photojournalism and
editorial news material. Life ceased
publication as a weekly at the end of 1972,
but special editions have sold well enough
for Time to attempt the reincarnation.
In addition, Stewart Brand, editor of the
Whole Earth Catalog, will publish Whole
Earth Epilog in March as a preview of a
full scale catalog to be published this fall.
Brand says interest in doing-it-yourself
brought on by numerous shortages has
made a new catalog financially feasible.
Brand will also publish Co-Evolution
Quarterly, which will deal more
specifically with self-sufficiency and how
to cope with shortages.

Advent Sony Superscope Koss Sennheiser PE Philips Dual Shure

Looking for great buys in Stereo?
Try the Music Machine for Quality & Low Price!
HARM AN/kardon 75+
Stereo-Quad receiver
now only *330 for 90 Watts rms.
This superb receiver was a best buy
at its old price of *440°°
BUT NOW AT •330™ how can you pass it up. (45 wattsx 2 or 18 wattsx 4)
RECORDS!
$5.98 LPs

*3.85

IF IT IS NOT IN STOCK
WE WILL
GLADLY
SPECIAL ORDER ANY
RECORD FOR YOU AND
STILL SELL IT AT OUR
SUPER LOW PRICE.

TDK TAPE

PHONO CARTRIDGES

KROM CASSETTES

SHURE M91ED

c-90

*3.00

c-60

*2.00

7" REEL TAPE
1800 FT. SD
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•17.95
SHURE VI5 TYPE III
•53.95

OUR STUFF JUST SOUNDS BETTER AND COST LESS.
From Clemson Take
Anderson Highway
One Mile Past 1-85

Music MACHINE

Hours 10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
Phone: 224-2562

master charge
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things we like

part II

Records and more records
By GARY RAGAN
Elvis: A Legendary Performer, Vol. 1
Elvis Presley
RCA has just released another Elvis
record and it, like many others, is another
"collection" album. However, this one is a
bit more interesting than many of the
others have been. Of the album's 12
musical tracks, five are previously
unreleased, at least in the U.S. The album
also contains two segments of an interview
from 1958.
The record covers the years from 1954 to
1961 and includes Elvis' first recording, a
version of "I Love You Because," which
has been only recently discovered. The
rest of the album is full of songs from this
early period which show the development
of the man and the music into the
phenomenon they became.
Laid Back
Gregg Allman
The title says it all. Laid Back is a
dreamy, hazy collection of sound which
has been spinning around in Allman's head
for quite a while. From all accounts, he
was hit hardest by the deaths of brother
Duane and bassist Berry Oakley and kept
his sanity only by drowning himself in his
work. After a long period of blues and
introspection, he came around and began
producing music at a fantastic rate.
This album consists of music which is
somewhat outside the Brothers' usual
domain. There's a lot of orchestration here
along with a backup chorus to keep things
cooking. The music ranges from Dr. John
delta rock to the ghostly rendition of the
old Brothers' tune "Midnight Rider," that
is getting a lot of air play now.
Gregg plays a little organ and acoustic
guitar but almost completely restricts
himself to the vocal and production chores.
Tommy Talton does a fine job on electric
and slide guitars and Chuck Lea veil shines
on piano. All in all, it's a tall, cool
refresher.
One More River To Cross
Canned Heat
Back in 1969, you couldn't ask for a more
enjoyable afternoon than one spent at a
Canned Heat concert. Even if you weren't

a Heat fan when you arrived, you'd have a
good time and you stood a good chance of
leaving as a new fan. At that time the band
had the services of excellent musicians
Alan Wilson (guitar and slide guitar) and
Larry Taylor (bass) as well as Bob Hite,
Henry Vestine and Harvey Mandel.
Now only the latter three remain in
collaboration with three newcomers, and
the losses are most noticeable. The Heat
has lost its way. The fun and spontaneity
that marked even their studio albums is
gone and the band is floundering in an
unfriendly genre. A sad end for such a
good-time band.
Bette Midler
Bette Midler
In addition to being named to Mr. Blackwell's "Ten Worst Dressed Women" list
(along with David Bowie), Bette Midler
put an album out late last year. Whether
you'll like it or not just depends on whether
you like Miss M. or not.
Here she sings, shouts and pants her way
through a varied musical menu including a
beautiful version of Hoagy Carmichael's
"Skylark," a rock 'n' roll medley of
"Uptown" and "Da Doo Run Run" and
Bob Dylan's "I Shall Be Released." She
can make her voice fit each of these very
well and seems not only comfortable but
enthusiastic in her approach to every song.
For all of the "Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy"
freaks, she also does a couple of multitrack harmonies where she sings all the
parts. She's a very versatile singer and the
material on this album shows off her
talents in a highly favorable light.
Catch My Soul
Original Soundtrack Recording
This collaboration is certainly one of the
most interesting and unexpected releases
in a while. The album and movie star,
among others, Richie Havens, Tony Joe
White and Delaney and Bonnie Bramlett.
The movie is directed by Patrick
McGoohan, star of Secret Agent and The
Prisoner.
It is an updated musical version of
Shakespeare's Othello. It sounds ludicrous
on paper, and there quite a few liberties
taken—including the insertion of a semihappy ending—but overall the ploy is quite
a success.

Sabbath, Bloody Sabbath
Black Sabbath
If you've been keeping up with Black
Sabbath, this album probably won't
surprise you very much. If you swore off
after their second album, however, you
might want to at least listen again.
Heavy rock is supposed to be "out" for
all but the 14-year-olds, but Black Sabbath
has kept continued to pound it out. It's still
here with them, but they have mellowed
over their last couple of albums and have a
song or two here that could almost be
called soft.
The album is not exactly a barn-burner,
but it is well produced and contains an
intriguing riff here and there. So if you
want a heavy to have around in case of
emergency but you don't want to commit
yourself completely to Blue Oyster Cult,
then let Black Sabbath have another
chance.

(With Salad)
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Rumors of an impending Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young reunion keep cropping up,
despite a lack of encouragement from
anyone concerned and despite Neil
Young's decision to leave the stage (announced at a couple of terrible London
concerts a while back). Meanwhile
Graham Nash keeps on going, apparently
oblivious to everything but his music. He
has kept his standards high and has
refused to coast on his past successes.
His latest effort, Wild Tales, is no
disappointment. Aided at least occasionally by David Crosby, Joni Mitchell
and Johnny Barbata, Nash has produced a
record which covers a fair range of styles,
while keeping his distinctive mark on the
music. There is more country influence
evident on this album than in most of his
previous work and the album is in general

Smorgasbord

Monday - Friday

Southgate
Apartments

Wild Taies
Graham Nash

Pizza

All you can eat

more low-key than the Nash-Crosby
album. There is a lot of soft, sweet steel
guitar work present, furnished by Ben
Keith.
The lyrics are typical Nash, covering his
usual range of topics, including politics:
there's a song about marijuana law
reform, one anti-war number and a
Watergate song, all set to the same excellent music he usually produces. And
there are songs of friendship and love,
again set to lovely music which seems
more appropriate here than in the political
tunes. Wild Tales is a new Graham Nash
album. It is very good. Again.

The lyrics are clumsy in spots,
especially if you just read them, but the
music is very good. All the singers are
forceful, driving musicians and all sound
excellent. The music is full of life and
excitement. Regardless of the quality or
success of the movie, the soundtrack of
Catch My Soul is a marvel of strange
bedfellowship and should interest just
about everyone.

t

2 Bedrooms MIS per month
3 Bedrooms *130 per month
Shag Carpet
Pool, Air Conditioned,
Stove, Refrigerator, and more

Call Judy Roberts
at 882-2518
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Capital punishment: how effective is it?
By DEBBIE GRAHAM
Execution is a word which has
a ring of finality about it. Is it the
most effective punishment for a
murderer? Mixed opinions were
expressed by people of various
professions when confronted with
this question.
The South Carolina State
Legislature is also considering
the issue of capital punishment.
Two bills intended to reinstate
use of the electric chair in the
state are now under study by the
State Senate and House of
Representatives. Any new
statute must comply with the U.
S. Supreme Court's decision
specifying offenses punishable by
the death penalty and stating that
capital punishment must be
exercised on an equitable basis.
In other words, there can be no
distinction made in the application of the punishment
whether the criminal be black or
white, rich or poor.
Pending in the senate judiciary
committee is a measure introduced during the session last
year by Sen. Howard Ballenger of
Oconee, Sen. Harris Smith of
Pickens and Sen. Howard
Ballenger of Oconee, Sen. Harris
Smith of Pickens and others.
Rep. Ralph K. Anderson of
Florence recently introduced a

new measure in the House which
he says will clarify one clause of
the Senate bill.
The bills specify that the
following crimes would merit
capital punishment:
1. The murder of a law enforcement officer while he is
performing his official duties.
2. Murder for consideration.
3. Murder by a person convicted of killing more than one
person or who had previously
been convicted of murder.
4. Murder committed during
the commission of a crime
designated by law as a felony.
5. Murder committed by a
person who at the time of the
murder was serving a sentence in
any correctional or penal institution.
"Crimes of passion," murders
often involving individuals well
known to each other arid resulting
from rage or drunkeness, would
not be touched by the reinstatement of the electric chair in
South Carolina.
John Gentry, the judge of
Pickens County Court, is an
advocate of capital punishment if
sufficient public notice is given
before an execution takes place.
Such a method, he believes, will
insure that capital punishment
serves as a deterrent.

SUMMIT MEDICAL CENTER
Abortion Clinic

• Free pregnancy testing • Pregnancy counseling
• Contraceptive counseling
Clinic open 8:30 to 6:00
Call: (404) 262-3000
Tuesday thru-Saturday (Monday thru Saturday)
(by appointment)
all services confidential
3098 Piedmont Ave., N.E., Aionta, Go. 30305
Speakers Available

CALCULATORS
TISR-10 Electronic
Slide Rule
Four
functions
plus
reciprocals, squares,
square roots. Scientific
notation gives range of 1099
to 10-99. Recharges in only
3 hrs. Case, charger incl.
Limited Amount
In Stock

99.95
Calculator Sales
Spartanburg, S.C.
SEE JERRY HINSON

would not serve as a crime
deterrent. "Capital punishment
terminates
a
particular
problem," he said, "but it doesn't
do a thing to upgrade mankind."
Hall questioned the purpose of
capital punishment if it does not
serve as a deterrent to future
killers.
Training a criminal is a
vocation and enabling the person
to go back to a competitive
society is Hall's alternative to the
death penalty. Through the help
of others, Hall believes that it is
"possible for God to touch even
the most hardened criminal and
change his whole way of life. He
added, "If society can do no
better than capital punishment in
dealing with the tough issues of
life, mankind has no hope to
overcome war, killings and the
like."
Rear
Admiral
Joseph
McDevitt, University counsel and
former judge advocate of the U.
S. Navy, believes that there are
offenses for which capital punishment could serve as a deterrent.
As examples of such offenses he
noted hijacking, "senseless
kidnappings"
and
the
assassination of the President.
McDevitt also stated that the
death sentence should be mandatory for the conviction of the
delineated crimes, leaving the
judge no discretion.
"The sole purpose of any
punishment is to deter others
from
committing
similar
crimes," McDevitt explained.
"The sentence serves as an
example to others." The death
penalty would have a greater
impaet on criminals capable of
making a judgement than would
a life sentence without possibility
of parole, he believes. However,
for those who are criminally
insane, the degree of punishment
would not aid in deterring them
from the crime.
Capital punishment doesn't
bother McDevitt on moral or
religious principles as long as it is
fairly imposed. "I don't believe
the Lord envisions a system of
justice without punishment. As
long as there is equity, the Lord

himself is just," he stated.
Dr. Donald Freeman, director
of mental health, claims that "It
isn't the degree but the certainty
of punishment that is the
deterrent." As a citizen, he is in
favor of capital punishment as
delineated in the previously
mentioned bills. "Capital punishment would be a deterrent to
those who are afraid of dying and
though there was a reasonable
chance of getting the chair."
He added that capital punishment would be irrelevant as a
deterrent to .crimes of passion
since the consequences are not in
a person's mind when she or he
commits the murder. "The
deterrent for this type of crime
would be detecting and doing
something about a person's
vulnerability in such an area," he
noted..
"There are also those who
commit crimes so that someone
from the outside will take control
of them," Freeman continued.
"And there are those who seek
death, who want to go out in a
blaze of glory. Capital punishment would make the latter type
of person more apt to kill
soebody."
Dr. Ed Davis, also a staff
psychiatrist, stated that countries with lower crime rates have
more severe punishment.
According to Davis, England's
crime rate increased when
capital punishment was deleted.
Claiming to be tired after a
"long day of registering cars,"
Chief of Security Jack Weeden
declined to comment except to
say that he stands "between the
liberal
and
conservative
groups...I believe that capital
punishment should be used for
violent and vile crimes involving
murder. Capital punishment
would be a deterrent to those who
would be tempted to commit this
type of crime," he said.
Although some feel that capital
punishment will serve as an
effective deterrent to crime,
others consider it as murder
itself. The conflicting opinions
insure that the topic will be
studied from several angles.

The REGENCY
Townhouse Apartments

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

FULL YEAR
WARRANTY

At the time capital punishment
was instated in South Carolina,
Gentry was opposed to the
penalty as it was applied. "It
didn't produce but one-half the
effect of punishment. The death
sentence killed off but fell short of
deterring others," he said.
Gentry explained that the
execution of a criminal usually
took place years after the crime
was committed and with next to
no public notice.
Gentry cited case of Tammy
Denise Haynes as an example of
the application of capital punishment as he approves of it. Haynes
was abducted from a Liberty
laundromat on Dec. 21. Extensive
search has failed to uncover any
evidence pertaining to her where
abouts. He feels that if the kidnapper is arrested, he is entitled
to a fair trial. If he is convicted of
rape and murder, the conviction
should immediately be reviewed
by the appellate court. If the
kidnapper's conviction is reaffirmed, Gentry feels that the man
should be returned to the Pickens
county seat. "After 10 days public
notice, he should be electrocuted
on the public square of Pickens,"
he stated.
Admitting that this application
of capital punishment may sound
"barbaric," Gentry explained,
"If capital punishment is to be
revived and as long as a life is to
be taken, it should serve as a
positive influence on anyone else
inclined to engage in that activity."
The Rev. Sydney J. Hall, the
University Baptist minister, is
completely opposed to the death
penalty. "I just don't see the
business of killing folk. As long as
there is life, there is hope for a
person to be rebuilt and reconciliated into a useful citizen. Once
you kill him, that's it," Hall
stressed.
"I feel sorry for a guy who
commits a crime," he continued.
"He has needs which drive him to
do such a thing. He is a sick
person who needs help rather
than a criminal who needs to be
punished."
Hall believes that execution

7C3 LEVER
656-6602

6 - months Lease Available for Students
(and only $50 security deposit required)

• 1 Bedroom. ..* 120
*2 Bedrooms. . .$145
The Regency is in on attractive area with plenty of room to roam the country side.
You will have luxuries for really great living

• Swimming pool
• Party Room with Fireplace
• Shag Carpeting

• Color Co-ordinated Kitchens
-including dishwasher, range, and refrigerator
• Central Heating and Air Conditioning

The Regency
Located between Clemen and Central en S.C. 93
Telephone: 654-1558
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Foothills Heritage: preserving local culture
By MARILYN THOMPSON
They left right after school on
Friday. Sixty, ninth-grade
students from Pickens, Oconee
and Anderson counties packed
their bags and came to the
Clemson House for an unusual
weekend field trip.
It was called the Foothills
Heritage Series, a program
designed to place emphasis on
the pioneer music, crafts and
culture of the tri-county area.
Sponsored locally by the Pendleton District Historical and
Recreational Commission, the
program was conceived with
more than an recreational
purpose in mind.
"We have an extremely rich
heritage, and still have remains
of the early culture in this area,"
said Louise C. King, assistant
director of the Pendleton commission and Heritage series
coordinator.
Yet, despite the remnants of
mountain culture that still exist,
some are afraid that unless interest in local crafts and history
is rekindled, they may become
obsolete.
As a result, the people who
organized the Heritage program
hoped that through their efforts
the students might be inspired to
keep alive this unique local
culture. Of course, no one expected the youngsters to emerge
from the weekend session as
professional craftsmen; the goal
was to stimulate interest, to
make these students proud of the
area in which they live.
The program itself had
something of a carnival atmosphere. Appearing together,
under one roof, were woodcarvers, potters, basket weavers,
and candlemakers, to name only
a few. And there were musicians
— people skilled in not only the
relatively "normal" instruments
like guitar and banjo, but also in
strange things like the dulcimer,
harpsichord and even bagpipes.
On Friday night and most 01
Saturday, the ninth-graders
received a brief orientation into
each of the featured crafts. The
instructors, several of whom
were Clemson professors, gave a
brief history of their subject and
a short demonstration. Then
came the fun part — student
participation.
The youngsters attacked each
skill vigorously, never letting
inexperience get in their way.

"Mine sounds like a sick duck,"
said one laughing, young girl as
she awkwardly fingered a note on
the five-string banjo. But she did
not give up, twanging the noisy
strings until she, and the rest of
the class, played their first
assignment, "Skip to My Lou."
The situation was the same in
other classes. Elbert Brown,
Pendleton's noted white oak
basket weaver, encouraged one
attentive student to be patient;
you can't learn a skill in one day,
he said.
"After you get started, it comes
easy," Brown told the boy. "Why,
I can make twelve of these in one
day."
When the students had been
introduced to each craft, they
were allowed to choose the skill
they wanted to learn more about
during
the
two-hour
specialization session Saturday
afternoon. It was during this
period that instructors and
Heritage Series personnel hoped
to get the budding craftsmen
"hooked" on a particular skill.
For example, in a course on
"Ancestors of Mountain Music
and Instruments," instructor
Donald K. Freeman, Clemson's
director of mental health, told his
group the basics of playing
harpsichords, recorders and
lutes, and in addition, gave them
tips on how to actually construct
these rare instruments.
In another session, graduate
student John Taylor explained to
his few attentive listeners exactly
what is involved in puffing away
at those monstrous bagpipes and
actually making them sound like
something. For those who were
really interested, he gave information about where to go for
further bagpipe instruction.
"Response to the program has

Many fee paid
positions available.
Technical
Administration
Secretarial
Clerical
Office
Sales

been terrific," said King.
Hopefully, she added, those who
attended the sessions will "go
back to their schools and teach
others the crafts they learned."
Through such a process of shared
learning, Heritage personnel
hope to reach as many students
as possible.
Although
the
Pendleton
Historical Commission did the
actual leg work involved in
putting together the Heritage
series, the South Carolina Arts
Commission and the South
Carolina Revolution Bicentennial
Commission are footing most of
the bill for this three-part "pilot
program" (additional sessions
are planned for Jan. 25-27 and
Feb. 1-3).
"If it's successful," King
stated, "they hope to establish
similar programs all over the
state." West Virginia is the only
other state which sponsors a
cultural program even vaguely
similar to the Heritage Series,
she noted.
Around 180 students from 18
area schools will participate in
the series, which King hopes to
"triple in size" before next year.
Yet even if the program is
increased, it will still be limited
to ninth grade students, according to King.
As one University student who
attended the session said, "It's
too bad that the program has to
be limited to a particular age
group. A lot of people in this area,
especially students, could learn a
lot from such a series. It might
make some people begin to see
Clemson as something more than
a cultural wasteland; it's an area
filled with a special kind of
culture, one that deserves
preservation."-

Where New
Futures Begin
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ELBERT BROWN OF PENDLETON, one of the few remaining
basket weavers in this area, teaches a ninth-grader the fundamentals of the disappearing skill. (Photo by Bob Thompson)
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GREASE BAND
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the tiger
Sign oaf signing in
"Girls!!! Hurry to take advantage of
this once-in-a-lifetime special!!! Limited
time only!!! Sign up for the sign-in-signout rules for women only! The first one
hundred (100) women who sign up will
receive the specially designed Clemson
chastity belt, complete with tiger paw
motif!!! Remember our motto: Protect
our women because they can't do it
themselves. Security is our business; our
only business..."

Under the guise of providing security
for the hapless Clemson coeds, certain
members of the University Administration have allowed their personal
prejudices to determine not only what
rights may be conferred upon women
students, but also to arbitrarily limit the
legitimately established powers of one of
the branches of Student Government. In
recent actions, the Administration has
indicated that one aspect of the student
voice, the student court, is of no consequence.
As Dean Walter Cox said in his letter to
Attorney General Kim Deacon, Cox does
not agree with the court's decision that
the sign-in rule is discriminatory;
therefore, it is the right and the
responsibility of the Administration—
that is Cox—to enforce a rule declared
unconstitutional and invalid by those who
made the rule and who must function
under it.
It has been repeatedly pointed out that
if Student Government is to be a
meaningful factor within the University
community, the Administration must
recognize the sanctity of a legitimate and
proper" decision of the student court,
which, according to the handbook, has
"original jurisdiction over controversies
involving the Constitution."

After hearing the Ford-Jordan case,
the supreme court decided that the signin rule was unconstitutional because it
was discriminatory and that the rule did
not provide the "security" with which the
Administration is so concerned. If Cox's
opinion determines the enforcement of
what students have rightly decided is an
invalid rule, the system of Student
Government is reduced to a mere puppet
show.
The ultimate outcome of the sign-in
controversy threatens not only the status
of Student Government, but also the
status of students in general, and women
in particular, on the Clemson campus.
How much longer does the Administration expect to play the in loco
parentis role for voting citizens ot the
United States—does Clemson wish to
function as a day-care center or a
university community composed of
adults directing their own lives?
Women have been singled out by the
Administration for the rather dubious
privilege of signing in visitors to their
rooms—an act which supposedly insures
security for women. Security for what 6r
from what has not been established; if
there is a menace stalking the campus,
do not male students deserve the same
consideration from the Administration
regarding security? The issue of security
is not limited to the members of one sexall students are vulnerable to the dangers
of the pervert. And no sign-in rules or
fines can check the genuine pervert.
The chasity belt mentality seems to be
dying a slow death here. The real issues
of student power, women's humanity and
students'
rights—not
medieval
morality—should be directing the Administration's attitude towards students.
Clemson students now have an obligation
to inform the Administration that official
posturing must end and the reality of
student rights begin.

Judicial inequity called innovation
Pickens County Judge John Gentry
wants the "attention" of Clemson
students—particularly of those students
who run the risk of appearing before him
for drug offenses. Gentry is so anxious to
secure that attention, in fact, that he has
decided to "innovate" just a bit.
Innovation in the world of "criminal
justice" can, at times, be progressive and
of a beneficial nature for defendants and
even the whole of society. Gentry's recent
innovation, however, introduces inequity
in a court where justice should prevail.
Gentry's new method of dealing with
University students is to sentence them to
the Pickens County Work Camp during
spring break in March for first-time
marijuana possession. Unlike nonstudents who plead guilty to a charge of
possession, Clemson defendants are not
given the choice between the traditional

sentence of $100 or 90 days; they must
spend the 10-day period at the work
camp.
Explaining his new policy, the judge
noted that he wanted "to get the word
back to Clemson that $100 will not buy
them (the students) off." However,
Gentry is not averse to letting $100 "buy
off" non-collegiate offenders; apparently, he doesn't need their attention.
Gentry's arbitrary method of administering justice is most disturbing—
not only to students, but to all concerned
with equal justice before the law.
Discrimination according to educational
status is no more acceptable than
discrimination according to race, sex or
creed before the law.
Given the atmosphere of the Pickens
County Court, student defendants might
be wise to have their lawyers request a
change of venue.
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Clemson hit
by crisis
The energy crisis has finally
struck Clemson University. I'm
glad to see the many steps the
University has taken to curtail
the problem. These measures
may be inconveniences for many
students, but they are essential
for the country's future. The
students have taken advantage of
the free water and electricity.
Now is the time to conserve by
cutting off the lights when we are
not using them. The spotlights on
campus have been turned off or
down in order to conserve
energy. The students ought to
follow this example.
President Nixon suggested a
temperature of 68 degrees, which
we, as students, should be willing
to follow out. The offices
throughout the campus should be
kept at this temperature also. At
nights, the offices ought to have
their heat reduced to a minimum.
The fountains in front of the
library are beautiful, but expensive to operate. The jet spray
should only be used when the
cooling system for the library is
absolutely necessary.
Commuting and resident
students can help conserve
gasoline. If cars were parked in
parking lots and remained there
until the students' last class
period, the traffic problem would
be eliminated while conserving
gas. The campus traffic should be
confined to the use of bicycles
only. I'm glad to see the
University stop the APO shuttle
bus runs, which were unnecessary and expensive.
On the nationwide level, the
energy crisis has definitely
proven to be costly. The problem
may be a blessing in disguise.
The United States has been torn
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Vietnam War. The]
has brought Ameril
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last few months I've
saring some wild,
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sense of outrage engendered by
the abdication of Student
Government.
SG people hob-nob with Dean
Cox "the student's best friend,"
pal around with Dean Delony,
flatter Dean Coakley, puff
themselves up with pride,
deceive their friends, manipulate
their acquaintances, abandon
their scruples and purchase a $30
Who's Who. However, their real
danger lies not so much in the
damage they do to their own
character but in their dissemblance to a credulous administration that they represent
student opinion.
So, aspiring student leaders,
please, before you go egotripping so blithely down SG lane,
think of your constituents, reflect
earnestly
about
your
predecessors and their values,
examine your motivations,
resolve to lead by example rather
than speech, leave the gameplaying to the petty politicians—
and student government may
once again become a creative
rather than a parasitic force.
Name withheld by request

Thanks for
a good deed
Last semester, I left my purse
in the basement of Manning Hall.
Fifty dollars in Christmas
shopping money was in it. The
purse was returned; the money
was not taken.
You saved my Christmas!
Thank you. May you and other
honest people have happy and
long lives, feeling as warmly
toward people as I do now.
Teach your children well!
Salley Boykin

In an early work, George
Bernard Shaw writes, "I have
never been in America;
therefore, I am free from the
delusion, commonly entertained
by the people who happen to have
been born there, that they know
all about it...I am far enough off
to get a good general view, and,
never having assumed, as the
natives do, that a knowledge of
America is my instuitional birthright, I have made enquiries,
(and) read books..."
Shaw's logic appeals to me, and
I cite it as my excuse for the
following comments concerning
women. Like Shaw with America,
I have had no experience with
women, and am "far enough off
to get a good general view." I
have also made enquiries and
read books. The latest book to
interest me is H. L. Mencken's In
Defense of Women. Mecken's
thesis is that women express a
higher intelligence than men, and
he continually lambasts his own
gender through comparisons to
women.
Mencken's average man is one
whose "most gaudy sayings and
doings seldom deceive (women);
they see the actual man within,
and know him for a shallow and
pathetic fellow. The mark of that
so-called (female) intuition is
simply a sharp and accurate
perception of reality, an habitual
immunity to emotional enchantment, a relentless capacity
for distinguishing clearly between the appearance and the
substance."
I find Mencken overbearing.
Still, he intrigues me. Are we
men allowing ourselves to be
deluded by a sex that actually has
the upper hand? Mencken
reminds us that, with the current
economic and social situation, it
is to a man's every advantage not
to marry. Likewise, marriage is
a woman's surest meanst
of
security, and she is wise to marry
as quickly as possible. The
mintue percentage of adult men
who escape marriage is a
revealing indication of woman's
subtile but superior will.
Men, are we willing to admit to
the disturbing evidence in
support of Mencken's views?
While we simple creatures

blatently exhibit out naivete
through our uninhibited expression of pleasure over such
infantile pastimes as football,
politics,
war,
economics,
automobiles and the like, women,
conniving and deceiving as they
can be, gloss over the superficial
absurdities that constitute man's
primary delights in existence,
and so conceal from us their

In such a competitive field as
the classroom, women have
always emerged superior. That
hasn't mattered since the
classroom is not considered a
real-life situation. What is going
to matter is that, fools that we
are, we are beginning to push
women into actual job competition with us. How long before
we learn that, in a job requiring

Driftwood
By GEORGE A. SMITH
overall superiority such that we
fail to recognize it as even a
latent possibility.
Women don't waste time with
drivel. What we term "gossip" is
really a continual study and
judgement of peer
behavior,,
utilizing an awareness and
acuteness of observation that
escapes us men.
Analyzing the way a woman's
mind works can be enlightening.
In class, I have on occassion
looked down on all the proper
young women who furiously
scribble every word the professor
utters. How idealistic I was, I
thought, to take only a few notes,
and to try to analyse tbe lecture,
weigh its importance and finally
form my own original opinion of
the subject. Of course I made a
"C" every time: the "A's" went
to those "proper young women."
Now I realize that they recognize
the lectures as just as much
twaddle as I had ever thought
them, but rather than worrying
over such tripe, judging it,
condemning it or even thinking
about it, they simply write it
down, memorize it and re-issue it
come exam time.
But should a professor perchance utter some enticing will-othe-wisp, they never write it
down. Such a jewel as that is
reserved for their minds rather
than their notebooks, to ponder
and retain for some future time
when it may serve to their advantage. And the egoistic
professor rarely realizes the
patsy he has been played for.

only the skills of a trained
monkey, women will function
poorly? But in a job requiring a
real use of intelligence, the
women are going to beat us every
time.
This means such fields as
politics, athletics, law and
business will remain strongholds
of male domination. And, fortunately for the male ego, the
most superior of women will
shrewdly resist the temptation to
dethrone the male's delusions of
gradeur, and will refrain from
entering the mundane, workaday
world of the common man.
At Clemson we are already
painfully aware of the nearly
complete female domination of
the Tiger. More serious is the
possible
coming time when
women may achieve an economic
viability. Then we males might
find ourselves of no more importance than the drones in a
beehive.
Were we not so ignorant! The
majority of us still hold an innate
feeling of superiority over
woemn, and this common
delusion is our blindfold-cumstranglehold that they exercise
over us. If we will admit to the
necessity of learning from
woman's higher sense of being,
we may still be able to preserve
our heritage.
Note: As I sign my name to the
above, the editor advises me she
will allow "Driftwood" to continue to be published the
remainder of the semester.
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APO offers answer
to book store prices
By KEITH BRINKLEY
For those who haven't heard, there is an alternative for students who
feel that University book store prices are unreasonably high.
Claiming to help students "beat the rip-off," the APO book exchange
provides an additional market in Bradley Hall where students can
both sell and purchase texts.
A regular project of Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, the book
exchange gives students a centrally located place where they can find
books easily and at a price they can afford, APO officers claim. "Its
primary reason for existence is to serve the students," said Ken
Jeffords, book exchange chairman.
Students selling books through the APO exchange are allowed o set
their own prices, and the fraternity handles the rest of the details.
If the book is purchased, APO receives 10 percent of the selling
price in order to pay for supplies and use of the University computer
center. The computer is used to process all books handled by th.e_.exchange, in order to insure that students get the proper amount of
money for sold books or have their unpurchased books returned.
"Overall profit by APO is only minimal. This is meant to be a service to the students, not a profit making thing for the fraternity,"
Jeffords pointed out.
Future plans for the APO exchange are to secure Bradley Hall as a
permanent residence for the program and to try to convince more
students to use the service.

LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT of Bradley Hall, APO's book exchange gives students a place to buy
and sell used texts The fraternity offers the service each semester. (Photo by Allen Henry)

Senate has
8 vacancies

M. BROCKMAN JEWELER
Oconee Square

'AT THEr'AT TI I

SeneCa, S. C.
AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE DIAMOND DEALER
ENGRAVING ON PREMISES
GREEK ALPHABET AVAILABLE
Phone 882-6812

HILLAGE HILLS
MOB1UE HOME SUBDIVISION
AND GOLF COURSE

L
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Featuring Delicatessen
Cold Cuts
Danish Ham
Sliced Turkey Breast
Hard Salami
Imported Swiss
Cold Cut Special
Our Submarine Sandwich

"A UNIQUE NEW APPROACH
TO MOBILE HOME LIVING "

Don Phillips, Student Government Elections Chairman, announced eight vacancies in the
Student Senate. Petitions, which
are to be signed by ten students,
must be turned in by 4:30 p.m.,
Friday, January 18 to the Student
Government Office. Elections
will be held Tuesday, January 22.
One student senator each is
needed for Cope Hall, Young
Hall, Donaldson Hall, Bradley
Hall, E Johnstone Hall, F
Johnstone Hall, Barnett Hall, as
well as for off-campus.

GIVE A HOOT!
DON'T POLLUTE

If you live In a mobile home or are considering one, you should see Village Hills—
• Luxurious, leisure oriented living golf free at adjoining Village Hills Golf
Course; planned recreational facilities include swimming pool, tennis courts,
and clubhouse.
• A large lot with concrete drive and patio completely landscaped and shrubbed.
• City water and sewer with underground utilities; 24-hour security guard.
• Condominium concept means you never have to worry about cutting grass,
trimming shrubs, picking up trash—we do it for you.
• Lots located on beautiful wooded, rolling terrain, overlooking the golf course.

Move your home to Village Hills, trade for a new single or
double-wide, or select the home of your choice completely
set-up on it's own lot-ready for occupancy.

VILLAGE SOLS
Development Office and Mobile
Home Sales Lot Located On

CLEMSON HWY. - U.S. 76
PENDLETON. S. C.
646-7573
See our outstanding selection of homes-For your lot or
ours-at our Sales lot on the Clemson Hwy.

Boot Sale
50

Values to '32

NOW

$ 12 -* 14"

• • • SPECIAL* * *
12 x 60,2 Bedroom, total
electric, Modern decor.

ONLY '55951!
Obtain HUD property report from developer and read it before signing anything.
HUD neither approves the merits of the offering nor the value of the property as
an investment, if any.

over 100 pairs on sale this week

Clemson Shoe Store
Downtown Clemson
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campus bulletin
GIRLS' SERVICE SORORITY supplies
names to persons looking for babysitters
hiterested persons should call Deb at 656^

GIRLS'
SERVICE
SORORITY
is
organized for service, sisterhood and fun
There will be a drop-in Tuesday, Jan. 29 in
the main lounge in Byrnes Hall. For more
information, call Caroline at 656 8509 or
Sandy at 656 8529.

CLEMSON PHOTO CLUB will hold a
meeting Monday, 7:30 p.m., room 208 Sirrine
Hall. All members please be present
Newcomers are welcome and invited to
attend.

ZOOLOGY CLUB will meet Thursday
night, 7:30 p.m., room E-207 Martin Hall
Officers will be elected and Dr. Brodle » ill
show slides of Central America. All students
are invited to attend.

FORENSIC UNION debate teams will
meet Monday at 3:35, room 417, Daniel Hall.
Plans for the Educational Radio show on
solar energy will be finalized along with the
plans for the National Discussion Contest.
All union members should turn in their event
and tournament preferences for the rest of
the semester. The debate practice will begin
at 4 p.m. with Meier and Turner affirmative
and Jowers and Bethea negative.

ROBERT T. SORRELLS, a fiction writer
living in Clemson, will read one of his
stories, "The Phone Call", at the Clemson
Unitarian Fellowship, Sunday, 10:30 a.m.,
YMCA Clubroom. The public is invited.

DYNACO PAT-4 Pre-amp, Stereo 120
power amp, 2 Rectilinear speakers with 10
inch woofer. Superex headphones. Will sell
separate of together. Will debate price. Call
Fletch at 656-8200 or 654-1146.
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK handbook,
career files and many other references can
be used by students in room 200 Tilman Hall
(University Counseling Center).

INOVE IC-2F compact meter transceiver,
10 watts out. Also have 110 volts supply, and
antennas. Debate price. Call Fletch at 6568200 or 654-1146.

TRUSTEES MEDAL competition will be
held on Feb. 25th. Students interested in
entering this oratory contest should contact
Mrs. Barbara Montgomery in 850 Strode
Tower — 3441.

WILLIAM A. BRUNINGS with the Environmental Protection Agency will discuss
The Toxicity of Some Components of
Textile Effluents to Freshwater Aquatic
Life" in an Environmental Systems Seminar
Tuesday, 4 p.m. Earle Hall. The public is
invited to attend.

STUDENT UNION presents Friday: Last
day to sign up at YMCA for square dance
short course. Cost S3. Saturday: Flea Market
between Tillman Hall and Loggia. Monday:
Square dance short course, 7:30 p.m.. Food
Industries Building; last day to sign up at
YMCA for a first-aid short course. Tuesday:
First-aid short course 7:30 p.m., YMCA.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS delegation
is forming to go to Harvard during Spring
Break. Interested students should contact
Darlene Busch — 6758 or Mr. Montgomery,
room 313 Strode Tower — 3101.

ASTRO II — "Magnum Force" — 7:10 8.
9:30.
TOWER — "West World" — 2:30, 415
5:55, 7:35, 8. 9:20.

9-15ALL

_

Clemson
ASTRO III — "Scarecrow" — 7 & 9starting January 20 — "Blume in Love" — 7
fit 9.

CLEMSON THEATRE - "I Dismembered Mama" and "Blood Spattered Bod"starting January 20 — "Super Invisible
Man" — call 654-3230 for times.

The WaV We Were

" — <:45, 7, 8.

,. F.LI<rK ~ "Casablanca" — 7 & 9:15; "Plav
V
It Again, Sam" — n:30.
CAMELOT — "The Laughing Policeman"
— 5, 7, a, 9.

Seneca
THE CINEMA — "Jonathan Livingston
Seagull" — 5, 7, 8. 9.

Anderson
ANDERSON MALL — "One Little Indian"
a, "The Biscuit Eater" — call 225-1200.

GOOD STUDY HABITS. Small groups are
now forming at the University Counseling
Center, room 200 Tillman Hall.

HOTLINE has a few positions available. If
interested, please fill out an application at
the YMCA desk between 8 a.m. and 5pm
weekdays.

Greenville
"Sleeper" — 7 8. 9.

ASTRO

classifieds

WE ARE the Guitar's Friend, a mailorder
guide to acoustic instruments and accessories. We carry guitars by Martin,
Guild, Gibson, Ovation, Yamaha; Hohner
haprs, dolcimers, recorders, banjos, books
and more—and a twenty-five percent
discount. Our catalogue will be sent our free
upon request. Write Guitar's Friend, 1240
Brogan, Stockridge, Michigan 49285.

PERSONAL: Not being like Thoreau, I
cannot live as he did at Walden, so, out of
touch male being off campus for two years
wishes to encounter on-campus females.
Come by Johnstone F H3or call 7012. Ask for
K.

HOTLINE posters are now available at the
YMCA. Price Is $2.

BELVEDERE — "Nightwatch" — 504
7:05, & 9:06.
Mauldin
THE CINEMA — "1001 Danish Delights"
- 7 & 8:40.

OSTEEN — "Seven Ups" — 7 8, 9.

A FUQUA COMPANY

the tiger
goad people

Now Showing

good times
Starting Sunday

Come by Sunday Night 8:00 P.M.

8*4/
2 BIG DISNEY HITS!

Both
Rated

•:•:•; mf«i
:•:•: 1*^*1

'THE BISCUIT EATER"

TERRY BOTTLING CO.
North Main St.
Anderson, S.C.

GOODBYE COLUMBUS
7:00&9:00
Thurs.-Sat. Jan. 24-26

'MIDNIGHT COWBOY'
6:55&9:00
Sunday Jan. 27 8:00 PM

CAPTAIN MARVEL
SERIAL NO. 2
And

Fine Arts Series
"Un Chien Andalou"
And
"Cabinetof Dr. Caligari"
ALL MOVIES AT THE
YMCA THEATER
DIAL
2300

FOR RECORDED
INFOONSTUDENT
UNION EVENTS

From Warner Bros.
A Warner Communications Company

WESTWORLD

JAMES GARNER
ANDREW PINE
at 3-6:10-9:20
...and more DISNEY FUN

Moa-Wed. Jan. 21-23

A Paul Mazursky Production

Starts Wednesday

PEPSI
STUDENT UNION
FILMS

|R|

EARL HOLLIMAN-JOHNNY WHITAKER
at4:35-7:45-OPENSAT. 1:30
Complete show 3 hrs.—child 75c

RESEARCH

PANAVISION"
METROCOLOR

astro 3 theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 1670

IpHtatrs
'AT THE

thousands of topics
$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

PIZZA
Hot from the oven

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

freshly prepared and

11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

baked perfectly for

Our research material is sold for research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit.

MGM»

your enjoyment
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Reserved parking space to be abolished
By BETH ROGERS
Reserved parking spaces will no longer
be available to University employees when
Phase II of the faculty and staff parking
plan goes into effect Jan. 21.
Under the plan, all reserved parking
spaces, except that of President R. C.
Edwards, will now be available to employees on a first come-first serve basis.
Instead of the previous six parking zones
marked A-F, faculty and staff will occupy
two zones in the simpler east-west campus
division.
According to the Traffic and Parking
Committee, which announced the installment of the plan, there will be increased flexibility of parking availability
to University employees. In addition, more
vititOIt' and 30-minute parking spaces
have been added at Sikes Hall and the
Plant and Animal Science Building.

Unlike the previously instigated parking
plan in which resident student parking was
expanded, Phase II will not affect
students. As Chief of Security Jack
Weeden explained, "Faculty parking is
probably more critical than any other
parking at this time due to new buildings
going up on campus. Studentparking is not

fully utilized by any extent."
Although the change to pedestrian
campus last semester created a need for
parking revisions, the new employee
parking plan partially resulted from
requests by the Faculty Senate for investigation of reserved parking spaces.

Ombudsman...
continued from page 2

He added that construction of Hie
Student Union complex will eventually
block off all employee parking adjacent to
,the loggia. These employees will then use
the parking lot west of Sirrine Hall.
"Many people wondered why this lot had
been empty, We had to plan for this in
advance," Wttdtn noted.
Wooden also mentioned that employee

parking is reviled every tow years
anyway and that this happened to be an
opportune time for re-»riing the campus.
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John Fulton, Faculty Senate president,
said that the plan is "virtually what the
Faculty Senate asked for," but that it is too
early to guess what the general faculty
reaction will be.
New parking stickers are now being
issued—metallic yellow for east campus,
metallic brown for west campus.

BEFORE AND AFTER,„University employees are replacing old parking stickers with
shiny new ones which hear an east or west campus designation. A new parking plan for
faculty and staff will go into effect Jan, 21. (Photo by Allen Henry)

that Bailey suggested that Quails work
with him. When Bailey resigned Quails
volunteered his services and was chosen
as Bailey's successor. Although Bailey no
longer holds office he continues to help
Quails when he can.
Pratt stated that, "Although I started
the position I have had little else to do with
it. Bob and Frank have done most of the
work in getting the ombudsman
established."
"At this point we're hoping we can
simply provide a highly visible and accessible means for students to be able to
communicate with the student government in order to help solve problems,"
added Pratt.
As for the future, Pratt envisions that
"we'll play it by ear and let the program
develop as it appears the greatest needs
dictate."
Students may contact the ombudsman
by calling the Student Government office,
656-2151.

ITS
LATER THAN
YOU THINK.
On MARCH 15th, time runs out for you to en roll in the2-year Air Force
ROTC Program on this campus. And here's what you'll be missing:
■ $100 a month, tax-free, during your junior and senior years.
■ the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab fees, the works).
■ a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon graduation.
plus
■ a future where the sky is no limit.
Contact Kathy Morris, (656-6376)
or Johnny Moore (654-1626)

INCOU

osrs
«s:n theatre

(Available only to college juniors or students having at least 2 academic
years left before graduation.)
Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC
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Pratt avoids ouster stew
John Pratt, student body
president, defended his record
following reintroduction of attempts to impeach him in the
Student Senate Monday, jught.
The senate refused ^reconsider Charles Diamond's original
impeachment motion which was
defeated by adjournment last
December. Diamond felt that
"the senate cannot adequately
decide the guilt or innocence of
John Pratt without reopening the
case and considering new
evidence."

suggestion that the senate elect
its officers during the second
meeting in January. Accordingly, the following members
were nominated for the office of
senate president: Phil Jackson,
John Bethea, Frank Quails, John
Rivers, Rodney Sprott, and
Frank Young.

Finally, Bill Findley, senate
president, noted that "we're one
in five" in making his report
from Dean Walter Cox. Findley
was referring to the fact that Cox
has not looked favorably on much
senate legislation this year,
legislation which requires his
signature to become reality.

Steve Czernak, student body
vice president, in his report from
the president's cabinet, brought
out a bill which would allow dorm
council members to be elected by
a show of hands at a hall meeting.

This new evidence consisted of
an affidavit by a former student
senator stating that he had not
been aware of the unrecognized
status of the student union.
Concealing union funding information and improperly appointing himself as judge to hear
a case last summer are the
allegations
Diamond
had
originally brought against Pratt.
Pratt strode forward to face the
senators when the rules were
suspended to allow him to speak,
pulled up a stool and sat down. He
prefaced his remarks by saying
that he was "grateful to the
senate for defeating the motion
for
reconsideration"
and
"allowing him to speak."
Repeatedly emphasizing his
independence, he addressed
himself to Diamond's charges.

"This will make senate elections easier and allow the dorm
councils to function earlier,"
Czernak
speculated.
The
initiating of an ombudsman
program was also mentioned.

Among some of the proposals
which received a negative
response were: $25 in change to
be available at the desks at
dormitories at night, water
fountains in some of the dormitories, and thermostats in
Johnstone Hall. Dean Cox did
approve the senate suggestion
that no organization shall be
absorbed
by
any
other
organization without their
mutual consent.

"Nowhere in the student rules
does it state that an organization
must be recognized before it can
be funded. Organizations such as
Taps, the Tiger, and the
Chronicle, which existed before
student government are funded
without being recognized," he
added. "Many key senators knew
that the union's status was
dubious," Pratt stated, adding
that some had been in the senate
longer than the union had been in
existence and knew that it was an
unrecognized student
organization. His final rebuttal of
this charge dealt with political
realities.
"Let's be politically realistic;
the administration is not going to
allow the student union, which it
formed four years ago as a result
of valid student needs, to falter
f
hrough
student
senate
irresponsibility in refusing to
fund it."
Switching to the topic of appointing himself to sit as a judge
contrary to a senate provision,
Pratt asserted that "while i may
have broken the letter I did not
break the spirit of the law."
He explained that due to the
failure of a judge to appear for a
case during summer school last
year, at the urging of others he
appointed himself to sit with the
other judges in trying the case,
though first obtaining the attorney general's opinion that it
was not inproper.
"It was unfortunate that
Charles (Diamond) did not approach me before bringing this
matter to the senate," said Pratt.
"I bear no ill will to Charles and
hope we can work together in the
future."
Closing by reiterating his innocence,
Pratt
almost
emotionally noted that he had not
profitted by any of his actions on
which the charges were based.
In other action Monday night,
the senate brought a section of its
rules in compliance with last
year's constitutional convention

'AT THE

Hot Hero Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
Roast Beef

Radio /hack
SAVE ON 4-CHANNEL STEREO NOW
MSKKK%9-.

APPRECIATE THE SAVINGS WHILE
YOU ENJOY THE SOUND OF THIS
REALISTIC 4-CHANNEL SYSTEM
Reg.
927 75

79995

Another ReahsticO first ... the QTA-790 AM/FM
4-channel/stereo receiver with wireless remote control . . .
PLUS sleek styling and every control and feature
imaginable1 Optimus-2 acoustic-suspension bookshelf
speakers deliver superior bass and treble response . . .
LAB-12B automatic stereo changer features custom base
and counterweighted arm for precise tracking . and there s
only one place you can find this system . . . RADIO SHACK1

UNCOMMON 4-CHANNEL MUSIC CENTER
FROM COMMON SENSE REALISTIC
Reg Sep.
Items Price

289.90

22990

Versatile system includes 4-channel stereo receiver.
4 speaker systems, and 2/4 channel 8-track player.
Features include tuning meter, inputs for phono,
inputs and outputs for taping. 8-track player features
automatic 2 and 4-channel sensing so there's no need
to switch. 12-1444. 14-1901

SAVE 21.07

CHARGE IT S
SHOP OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
MOUNTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR CAR TAPE PLAYERS

CAR STEREO
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AUTO PLAYER WITH
4-CHANNEL SYNTHESIZER
Reg
6995

Realistic ®
8-track
player adds
4-channel to your auto
entertainment 12-2024

I 1AM). LUKP<JttAtfU\ <.OMPA*V

4888

STANDARD

4-CHANNEL

DELUXE

895 / -J495
w

/ "^
PR./

TAPE CARTRIDGES

PR.

Deluxe and standard surface or
flush mount speaker systems
12-1841 thru 12- 1844

ANDERSON

Leading artists performing
various hits

395„

51-5078
thru 5082

•Anderson
Moll

/hack
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sports

Tigs prepare for Wake after
fourth straight ACC loss
By JIM LUCAS
There seem to be two Clemson
basketball teams this season.
One of them, the 1973 team,
stormed out to the best start in
years for a Clemson team,
finishing with a 7-2 record and
"also received votes" mention in
the national polls. The 1974 team,
however, is off to a disastrous 0-4
start, due largely to the
mysterious "end - of - the - first half choke" syndrome. The
personnel of the two teams, oddly
enough, are one and the same.
Even Tates Locke must be
wondering, as many Tiger
supporters are at this point: what
happened?
The Tigers absorbed their
fourth setback of the new year
Wednesday night in Durham, as
the much-abused Duke Blue
Devils relieved some of their
frustration by adding to that of
the Tigers. The final score was
63-50; once again, late surges by
the opposition made the difference.
The Blue Devils took a quick 6-0
lead in the opening minutes of the
game before Van Gregg scored
the first two points for the Tigers.
The Tigs mounted a rally, pulling
even, 10-10, with twelve minutes
left in the half. The lead exchanged hands several times
during the next six minutes, but
then the Tigers went dry. During
a two-minute stretch, Duke
reeled off ten unanswered points
to take a 33-21 lead with two
minutes left in the half. Duke
made the lead stand up for the
remainder of the half, taking a 3426 lead to the locker room.
In the second half, the Tigers
once again staged a rally, pulling
to within three, 46-49, with 8:58
left in the game. The Tigers kept
it close until — once again — a
late Duke surge put the game out
of reach With 2:53 remaining in
the garni1, the Blue Devils held a
shaky five-point lead, 55-50. After
an exchange of timeouts, the Blue
Devils, aided by some very untimely Tiger fouls and turnovers,
ripped off eight straight points to
none for the Tigers, and won
going away, 63-50. The loss was
especially disappointing due to
the fact that the Tigers went into
the game as two-point favorites.
Strangely enough, the Tigers'
most consistent player during
these last few traumatic games
. as been Tree Rollins, the
youngest player on the squad.
The Tree has improved steadily
since the start of the season; he
has dominated, matched, or — at
worst — severely hampered a
series of opposing centers much
more experienced than he. He
vas quite impressive against
Maryland superstar Len Elmore,
eliciting some rare — and
generous — words of praise from
L'lmore. Against N.C. State, Tree
contained Burleson well, matching him offensively and
shackling him defensively;
Burleson was unable to generate
very much offense at all until

Rollins left the game.
Saturday night, the Tigers wind
up their current road trip against
Wake Forest at Winston-Salem.
The Deacons are off to an impressive start this year, having
beaten Duke (64-61) as well as
perennial powers West Virginia
(86-74) and Pennsylvania (69-61).
Coach Carl Tacy's squad is led by
All-American candidate Tony
Byers; a smooth guard with
inside moves to complement a

deadly outside shot, Byers is
averaging 20 points per game.
The Wake front line is anchored
by Lee Foye and Mike Parrish,
the heroes of last year's upset win
over UNC in the opening round of
the ACC tournament.
Obviously, Wake is no longer
the league patsy, and Saturday's
game will be no breather. In the
"NBA" (as Coach Locke puts it),
there are no breathers — only
gaspers.

Trailing the
Tiger
By KERRY CAPPS
Last week a proposal was made in the South Carolina legislature
if passed, would force a renewal of the Clemson — USC basketball series, which was discontinued following the 1971-72 season. The
bill, which is very similarto a proposal made in the house by former
Clemson basketball standout Choppy Patterson two years ago, was
introduced by another Clemson alumnus, Senator Ed Garrison of
Anderson.
Ever since USC dropped Clemson from its schedule for what was
officially termed "scheduling difficulties", Clemson has found itself in
a defensive, apologetic position on the issue. This has stemmed out of
reports circulated out of USC that the real reason for Carolina's
breaking off the series was the abusive treatment of a black USC
player, Casey Manning, at the last Clemson-Carolina game here at
Clemson.
It is undeniable that the racial slurs thrown at Manning that night by
a small group of Clemson fans was an attack which was uncalled for
and inexcusable under any conditions. Regardless of how uncivilized
that verbal attack was, however, it should be pointed out that evidence
suggests that far more went into Frank McQuire's decision to drop
Clemson from his schedule than the Manning incident. Looking back,
it is more likely that the Manning incident provided just the vehicle
that McGuire needed to take action to protect a very practical
basketball interest, rather than the incident itself bringing about the
action that McGuire took. Frank McGuire was the first man to bring
quality basketball to this state. Recruiting heavily in the New York
City area, he built a team competitive with, but never superior to, the
best teams in the ACC. But within the state of South Carolina McGuire
enjoyed a monopoly—his Gamecocks were THE basketball team.
Then in 1970, understandably considering the fact the stiff competition in the ACC made even a shot at the NCAA title an uncertainty,
USC chose to pull out of the ACC. In order to further McGuire's wish
for a "national schedule", all encounters with conference teams were
dropped-with the exception of the Clemson series which was retained.
Then the basketball picture began to change in South Carolina as
well. Furman lured Joe Williams away from Jacksonville, and suddenly the Paladins were competitive. The Gamecocks went into
Greenville and just barely managed to escape a Furman upset trap.
When the USC schedule was released for the next season, Furman had
quietly been eliminated as a Gamecock opponent.
At the same time Clemson brought in Tates Locke, and Tiger
basketball began to take a turn for the better. USC continued, to win
over the Clemson varsity, but the margins were closer. Then in the '7172 season the Tiger jayvees handed Carolina's Biddies two sound
defeats. After that season came the announcement that Clemson was
being dropped from the USC schedule.

CLEMSON'S WAYNE Croft goes up for a layup as Bobby Jones and
Tree Rollins look on during the Tigers' loss to the Tarheels in ACC play
last week. Clemson will seek to snap a four game conference losing
streak on Saturday when they face improved Wake Forest at WinstonSalem. (Photo by F. L. Hiser Jr.)

Ticket stubs to be issued
for N.C. State game
Athletic department ticket
officials announced that stubs
would be issued to the Clemson
student body to be exchanged for
a reserved seat ticket at the door
for the Tigers' Feb. 23 Atlantic
Coast Conference battle with
third-ranked N.C. State.
Students must present both ID
and activity card to a ticket
employee at the Loggia on
Monday and Tuesday, Jan. 21 and

22, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m in
order to obtain a stub for the
Wolfpack affair.
Saturday night, Feb. 23,
students will exchange the stub
for a reserve seat ticket to be
given out at Gate 6 in Littlejohn
Coliseum. This gate will open
promptly at 5p.m. that evening;
students must pick up their
reserved seat ticket by 7:30 p.m.,
30 minutes before tip-off.

Regardless of whether the decision to drop Clemson and Furman
came solely from the threat of in-state competition, it is unlikely that
the decision to drop the two teams from the USC schedule at those
particular times was entirely coincidental.
At the time that USC dropped Clemson from its basketball schedule,
the Clemson program needed the Carolina game, both as an attendance attraction and for the national attention that the game
brought to a growing program. Today things have changed. Clemson
no longer needs South Carolina on its schedule. Such a meeting would
be a very attractive home game for either party, but with home games
scheduled against all the ACC teams, as well as with Louisville and
Furman, a USC game in by no means a necessity.
Meanwhile down in Columbia, McGuire is probably just now
realizing the positive impact that the ACC had on his ability to recruit
out of state players. The Carolina program is still competitive, but it
has deteriorated noticeably since three or four year's ago when
McGuire had six or seven top quality players. Today he has only two.
Given a couple of more years, if the present trends of improvement for
Clemson and Furman continue along with USC's increasing difficulty
in bringing in the type players to which Carolina basketball has been
accustomed, McGuire may come to the realization that he needs the
two state schools on his national schedule after all—without the need
for what is certain to be controversial legislation.
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Parker raids N. C. for top football signees
By KEITH CANNON
Two football stories got into
circulation this week.
One said that Coach Red
Parker was under strong consideration for the head coaching
job at The University of
Mississippi. This story fell
through on Monday, as Parker
announced that he was remaining
at Clemson.
The other story is definitely
true. It said that Clemson had
increased its list of football
signees to sixteen, with the
signing of three players announced Wednesday. Inked to
Clemson grants-in-aid were Steve
Gibbs (offensive end, linebacker,
6-3, 200) of Greer (S.C.) High
School;
Rick
Weddington
(quarterback; 6-2, 190) of
Charlotte, N.C.; and Ogden
Hansford (defensive back; 6-1,
180) of Macon, Ga.
Gibbs becomes the fifth South
Carolina player to sign with the
Tigers; he is called by Red Parker "a good enough athlete to play
just about any position he wants
to play." Gibbs was a member of
the 1973 All-State team, and was
also named to South Carolina's
Shrine Bowl team. An injury
forced him to miss the game,
however.
Charlotte's Rick Weddington
played his high school ball at
Myers Park, which also produced
Clemson's rising senior quarterback Mark Fellers. Weddington signed a grant-in-aid with
N. C. State at the end of his senior
year in 1973, but he needed a year
of prep school and played at
Massanutten in Woodstock, Va.
The Charlottean entered Clemson
this semester, and will participate in spring workouts.
Hansford is the second
Clemson signee from the state of
Georgia. Inked by Clemson
Coach Bill Swinger, Hansford
was an all-State and allConference
performer
at
Macon's Central High. Hansford
plays defensive back and offensive end.
In addition to-these prep
standouts, Clemson has signed
thirteen others in the last two
weeks of the recruiting wars.
Surprisingly, half of the new
Tigers came from North
Carolina, usually the domain of
the ACC's Big Four. All but two of
the Tarheel State recruits are
linemen; they will be a welcome
addition to Parker's program,
especially in the offensive line,
where the Tigers have generally
been manhandled in recent
years.
Six-seven, 270-pound Lacy
Brumley of Kannapolis, N. C,
was recruited by more than 60
schools, including Notre Dame,
Southern Cal, and Michigan
State, before signing with
Clemson. Brumley, who played
offensive and defensive tackle
and kicking specialist at A. L.
Brown High, is also a letterman
in baseball and basketball. He
plans to play for Bill Wilhelm's
Tiger baseball squad next spring.
thad Allen, one of the most
sought-after high school lineman
in North Carolina, was signed by
Clemson on January 7. Allen, a 62, 230-pound standout, was a

Shrine Bowl participant, and was
also on the All-Southern squad.
Two high-school teammates,
David Allen and David Alston of
Sylva-Webster (N.C.) High
School must have decided that
they didn't want to break up thenact, as they both signed Clemson
grants last Sunday. Allen and
Alston led their team to a three
year record of 36-1-1 and
two straight AA State championships. The 6-0, 160 Allen, a
tailback, averaged 200 yards
rushing per game in the playoffs
this year. "Quick, agile, and
strong" is the label on Alston, an
imposing figure at tackle standing 6-2 and weighing 263.
In Danny Jaynes of Charlotte,
Red Parker has signed a tight
end whose size reminds one of
Bennie Cunningham. The 6-5,230pound receiver missed all but the
first game of the 1973 season due
to a shoulder separation, but a
strong season in his junior year
had already impressed the
Clemson recruiters.
Lees-McRae Junior College's
Jerome Hill was signed to a
Clemson grant-in-aid on January
8. The 6-2, 240-pound tackle paced
a squad which led the nation in
rushing defense. Hill was a firstteam JUCO All-American, and
was his conference's Most

Valuable Lineman. His school
records include 24 sacks of the
opposing quarterback for the
season.
Jimmy Weeks, from Rocky
Mount, N. C, rounds out the list
of North Carolina recruits. Weeks
is labeled by Tiger Assistant
Coach Ed Emory "one of the top
high school linemen in the
country." The 6-4, 220-pound
tackle was first team All-State
and was also a Shrine Bowl
starter on offense.
Besides this impressive list of
North Carolinians, the Tiger
coaching staff has not left this
state untouched, signing four of
the best high school prospects in
South Carolina. Attending
Clemson next year will be:
Warren Ratchford (halfback; 510, 155) of Gaffney; Jeff Mills
(tackle; 6-3, 225) of Greenville's
J. L. Mann High; Fritz Edwards
(running back; 6-1, 196) of
Johnsonville; and Billy Hudson
(tackle; 6-4,225) of Columbia and
A. C. Flora High.
Ratchford, though small, is
quick enough, as he displayed in
averaging 7.3 yards per carry
this year with the Gaffney
Indians. He also excelled at
running back kickoffs and punts.
Red Parker, who signed the AllState running back, called him "a

super athlete. His great speed
gives him the opportunity to do so
many things."
South
Carolina's
AAAA
Lineman of the Year, Jeff Mills,
was also All-State and AllSouthern selection, as a result of
his outstanding senior year at J.
L. Mann. Mills made 112 individual tackles this past season,
and added 17 more as a defensive
tackle in the Shrine Bowl Game.
Such notables as Alabama,
Georgia, Michigan State, and
Notre Dame made offers to
Johnsonville's Fritz Edwards,
but the All-State and All-Southern
running back signed a Clemson
grant-in-aid on January 4.
Edwards led his team to the state
AA semifinals this past season,
rushing for 1020 yards and 12
TD's. He racked up 53 touchdowns in four seasons at Johnsonville. Considered one of the
best running backs in the
country, Edwards can also
perform as a defensive back, as
he did in the Shrine Bowl game.
"An athlete with unlimited
growth potential and excellent
speed" is the description of Billy
Hudson, the most recent
Palmetto State signee. The
versatile tackle played both the
offensive and defensive positions
for A. C. Flora last year, and was

a member of the South Crolina
Shrine Bowl team.
Two running backs from
Georgia complete the list of
signed players to date. William
Scott of Wrightsville, Ga., Garry
McDowell of Griffin, Ga. will
attend Clemson in the fall.
McDowell was the first player
to sign with Clemson this year. A
linebacker as well as a running
back, the 6-3, 201 McDowell was
recruited by Georgia, Alabama,
and Tennessee before deciding >
upon Qemson.
Scott, who runs a 9.6 100-yard
dash, gained 920 yards despite
missing two regular-season
games. A Class-A All-State
selection, Scott also excelled on
defense, intercepting nine passes
and recovering six fumbles. As
an indication of his explosive type
of game, Scott averaged a 28yard gain every time he touched
the football, including plays from
scrimmage and returns.
With sixteen new players like
those mentioned here, and with
more to come, it looks as if the
improvement in Clemson football
fortunes which Red Parker
initiated in 1973 will continue into
a tough '74 schedule. And you
can't really blame the Redhead if
he seems anxious for fall practice
time to arrive.

Browne and Abadi get All-American honors
By STEVE ELLIS
Just as they successfully
dominated their foes on the
soccer field, Clemson's presence
in post season soccer honors was
equally impressive. Those honors
included those given for both
individual and team efforts.
The ACC, where Clemson
ripped up the record book as well
as all their opponents, was a
goldmine for such honors. Ten of
the team's starting eleven
captured a place on the AllConference team, with six of
those named to the first team.
This is double the number of
players that Maryland, the
second rated team in the conference, placed on the squad.
In addition, Clemson's Clyde
Browne was named as the conference's MVP, beating out
teammate Henry Abadi in the
balloting. It is Browne's second
straight MVP award, making
him the first ACC player to
receive back to back honors.
Browne, described by Coach I. M.
Ibrahim as the key to linking
together Clemson's offense and
defense, was also honored as a
member of the All-South team for
his consistent performance. Both

of these awards, however, were
overshaddowed by his being
named to the second team AllAmerican squad.
Whereas Browne gained his
honors for his defensive play, ball
handling, and team leadership,
Henry Abadi gained similar
honors for his scoring. His 32
goals broke an ACC scoring
record, and he led the nation in
goals scored this year. This includes five goals scored in on
game, another conference
record. Abadi, one of three
seniors among Clemson's starting eleven, was named first
team All-American, as well as
All-South and All-ACC honors.
Joining Browne and Abadi on
the All-South team was Woolley
Ford, who is perhaps the best ball
handler on the team. Ford, a
freshman who was second on the
team in scoring with 20 goals,
was also named to the All-ACC
first team.
Joining the threesome beforementioned on the ACC first team
are Ralston Moore, Clyde Watson, and Ron Giesbers. Making
the second team were Gordon
Alphonse, Alfred Morrison,

Nabeel Kammoun, and Denis
Carrington.
Not very many teams can boast
of ten All-ACC, three All-South,
and two All-American players on
one team, plus the host of other
records which the team accumulated. Good coaching has
played an important role in those

accomplishments, as was
recognized by coaches of the
conference and the region when
they voted Coach Ibrahim Coach
of the Year.
So for Clemson's soccer team it
has been a very productive year
both on and off the field.

]fntramural report] Fencers begin
On Tuesday, Jan. 22 at 5:00
p.m. there will be a meeting of all
basketball team captains. Rules
will be discussed and explained
at th"t meeting. All those who
have signed up as basketball
officials should report for their
briefing Monday, Jan. 21 at 6:00
p.m. There are still openings for
referees, and pay for officials will
be $2.00 per game.
All students, regardless of
whether they are participants or
spectators, will be required to
show student I.D. for admittance
to the gyms in an effort to keep
the facilities strictly for student
use.

The Qemson fencing team will
kick off its 1974 campaign this *
Saturday when they travel to
Knoxville for a triangular meet
with the University of Tennessee
and Vanderbilt. The team, led by
returning lettermen Dave
Purcell and Rodney Snell, hopes
to improve on last season's 3-5
overall record.
Qemson's first home outing
will come next Wednesday night
at 7:00 p.m. in the little gym of
Fike Recreation Center, when the
Tiger fencers will host
Muhlenberg College from
Allentown, Pa.

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS

Clemson Service Station

with the brands YOU want
Football, Tennis, Soccer, Basketball, Baseball,
Golf, and with names like: Wilson, Spalding,
Rawlings, Riddell, Converse, Adidas, Puma,
Everlast, Browning, & many more

(alias Esso Club)
Minor Repairs — Groceries
Beer — Wines — Goodyear tires
Road Service — Fishing and Hunting Supplies

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS
U.S. 123....(7 miles from Clemson)....Seneca

Clemson Service Station
Seneca Rd.

Phone 654-5120
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Sign-in controversy is heightened
By EILEEN MOORE
Students still have not heard the last
concerning the fate of the sign-in clause of
tie Visitation Regulations. Two points
appear to be clear at the present. A new
system for sign-in is now in effect and
further discussion on the question of the
regulation is expected.
According to William Findley, president
of the senate, "The only requirement involved in this system is for the student to
change the position of the card from the
rack to the box. If the student is bringing
along several guests, she is to indicate the
+ number."
As the situation stands at the present,
two Senate bills concerning the abolishment of the sign-in rule and extension of
visitation hours have been returned unsigned from the office of Walter T. Cox,
vice president for student affairs.
As far as the Senate is concerned, the
bills now stand as "dead" leaving the
Senate with no recourse of action as far as
these particular bills are concerned.
Before leaving for the Christmas
holidays, a special committee consisting of
Cox, Susan G. Delony, assistant dean of
students, and Manning Lomax, director of
residence halls met with John Pratt,
president of the student body, Stephen
Csernak, vice president of student body,
Kim Deacon, attorney general, and
William Findley, president of the student
senate. The committee was formed for the
purpose of discussing the question of the
sign-in rule and coming to a decision
concerning its fate.
As a result of the first meeting, a subf committee was appointed with all original
members excluding Cox. The subcommittee, according to Deacon, was left
with the responsibility of agreeing on and
submitting an alternative plan for sign-in.

Said Deacon, "I was left with the impression that our alternate plan would be
implemented."
However, Deacon received a letter from
Cox on Tuesday stating that it was not the
opinion of the Administration that the signin rule was discriminatory. Citing Ruth
Robinson vs. Board of Education, Cox
stated that he agrees with the U.S. Court of
Appeals, Sixth Circuit, that any regulation

own decisions and then they don't back us
up." Deacon added that the student court
is disturbed by the turn of events.
Views from the other Student Government branches differ from the Courts'.
Said Pratt, "I left the subcommittee
meetings with optimism." He added that
although optimistic he was realistic in his
expectations.
Findley
maintained
that
the

"Everyone has agreed that the sign-in rule does
not provide intended security."
— Kim Deacon
intended to insure female security was not
subject to the principle underlying
discrimination by sex.
Furthermore, Cox affirmed that any
regulation not upheld by the Student Court
would most certainly be upheld by the
Administration when the regulation is part
of a contract or part of the law. Cox wrote
that Residence Hall Contract, clause 7c
under General Policies gives the
Administration recourse in such a case.
The clause reads, "The University
reserves the right to refuse admission or
readmission or to cancel contracts for the
students' failure to meet university
requirements, policies, or regulations."
Deacon, referring to the committee
discussion,
noted,
"They
(the
Administration's representatives) did not
pay attention to anything anybody said.
They listened for a little while and came to
their own decision." He continued, "The
Administration has disregarded the
courts. They give us the power to make our

Administration is "still open to
suggestion." He maintained that they
were "waiting for an alternate plan." Both
felt that there would be no problem in
reaching a compromise. Unlike Deacon as
representative of the Student Courts, Pratt
and Findley did not feel that the independence of the Executive and
Legislative branches of Student Government had been interferred with • or
threatened by Cox's letter.
What is expected in the future, said
Findley, is a joint effort of both the Senate
and the sign-in committee to find, propose,
and implement an alternative method of
security.
Csernak maintained that in his opinion
"some form of sign-in will stay in effect
unless some miraculous plan agreeable to
all is proposed." He added that he had
never been too hopeful about the workings
of the committee.
Security appears to be the main
question, according to Csernak. He feels

that female students are concerned about
the assurance of security. Pratt and
Findley, along with Csernak, feel that
some feedback from students, both male
and female, is necessary in order to reach
a just solution. Said Pratt, "We have to
know what students are thinking in order
to work for their best interest." The three
indicated that a student opinion poll would
be taken in the near future in order to
justify any action they might take.
"What is ironic," said Deacon, "is that
the proposal which was to be submitted by
the subcommittee appears to be a
regression in visitation." The proposal
was designed to implement the use of fines
for violation of visitation hours and-or
violation of the escort clause.
"It was proposed that a fine of $15 be
imposed upon those found guilty of
violating visitation hours and one of $25 for
those found guilty of violating the escort
clause. A harsher penalty would be placed
for violation of the escort clause as this
appears to be a more direct threat to
security," said Deacon.
What is interesting about the Ruth
Robinson vs the Board of Education is
that this case does not clearly set a
precedent, maintained Deacon. He pointed
out that legal opinion as expressed in a law
review manual was one of doubt concerning the stability of the case in the
higher courts. In addition, Deacon added,
"In this particular case, security was
clearly in question. In our case, the
question of security is not. Everyone has
agreed that the sign-in rule does not
provide intended security."
In light of the above, it appears that the
issue of visitation might remain in full
debate for some time. As expressed by
John Pratt, "Now is the time for feedback
from the student body."

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
Presents The

DALLAS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
DONALD JOHANOS, conductor

WHITTEMORE AND LOWE
Duo-Piano Soloists
NO CHARGE FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENTSPRESENT ACTIVITY CARD Enter Gates 3, 4 or 5.
Others present ticket: season ticket, or individual
tickets on sale at Gate 5 for *3.00 (adults) or s1.00
(students J6 and under). Special Clemson student
date tickets on sale at Gate 5 for *l.00.

THURSDAY, JAN. 24. 1974
LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM
8:00 p.m.
Donald Johanos

